On January 6, 2021, the third call for demonstration in support of President Trump took place in Washington, DC. An event was scheduled for President Trump to speak to the demonstrators on the Ellipse south of the White House. Approximately 25,000 participants were screened by Uniformed Division Officers and allowed into the event. Additional participants positioned themselves between the ellipse and the Washington Monument. President Trump arrived to speak to the participants and during his remarks, demonstrations started taking place at the US Capitol.

The following is a timeline of significant events occurring during the demonstration:

1105 Hours EST — WH EOC reports approximately 25,000 people processed through magnetometers on the Ellipse

1136 Hours EST — PIOC reports Metro Police responding to 15th and Constitution for report of a man with a rifle / unfounded

1136 Hours EST — PIOC reports arrest at Ellipse magnetometer checkpoint for person carrying a dangerous weapon (nun chucks)

1142 Hours EST — WH EOC reports medical condition near Magnetometers at Ellipse

1151 Hours EST — PIOC reports an unattended backpack reported at b(7)(E) outside the Ellipse event

1201 Hours EST — (b)(7)(E) due to a UAS observed east of the Washington Monument

1208 Hours EST — (b)(7)(E)

1224 Hours EST — WH EOC reports medical condition near Magnetometers at Ellipse

1237 Hours EST — (b)(7)(E) at the US Capitol

1257 Hours EST — CSD reports possible pipe bomb on 1st St SE by the US Capitol

1313 Hours EST — CSD reports the majority of the crowd moving from the Ellipse to the US Capitol

1315 Hours EST — WH EOC reports that USCP is currently deploying munitions on demonstrators

1321 Hours EST — WH EOC reports USCP deploying non-lethal munitions on demonstrators and multiple USCP officer injured, multiple breaches of fence line

1324 Hours EST — PIOC reports event on Ellipse concluded, USCP advises outer perimeter fence has been breached by demonstrators and USCP currently deploying non-lethal munitions and reports of a suspicious device in the area of the RNC HQ, 310 1st Street SE

1333 Hours EST — CSD reports Capitol Police and MPD deploying CDU teams to the Capitol and reports of several Capitol Police Officers injured.
1336 Hours EST – CSD reports 3 possible suspicious devices being investigated at the US Capitol
1338 Hours EST – WH EOC reports USCP heavily engaged with demonstrators, multiple arrests made
1339 Hours EST – PIOC reports USCP and Metro Police deploying CDU teams around the US Capitol
1339 Hours EST – PIOC reports (b)(7)(E) from DNC HQ, 430 S. Capitol Street SE, due to potential suspicious device
1401 Hours EST – PIOC reports a suspicious device located near the Capitol power plant has been cleared
1402 Hours EST - Capitol Police calling for mutual aid
1406 Hours EST – PIOC reports US Capitol is in lockdown and requesting mutual aid
1407 Hours EST – CSD reports approximately 15,000 people within a block of the Capitol and one hundred on the West side of the Capitol, Capitol Police pulled back and are calling for mutual aid, (b)(7)(E)
1415 Hours EST – CSD reports demonstrators breached the US Capitol
1420 Hours EST – The Director’s Crisis Center was activated
1422 Hours EST – PIOC reports that USSS/UDW is sending CDU teams to the US Capitol to assist USCP
1430 Hours EST – PIOC reports sound of explosion on steps of the Rotunda in the US Capitol, from US Capitol, Senate Chamber was breached, USCP requesting assistance over PMARS
1432 Hours EST – (b)(7)(E)
1438 Hours EST – PIOC reports DC Fire saying explosion may be mechanical at the Capitol Rotunda and (b)(7)(E)
1438 Hours EST – Protestors reported attempting to breach the upper west terrace door.
1444 Hours EST – CSD reports shots fired inside the Capitol
1445 Hours EST – PIOC reports USCP will render safe a suspicious package through controlled detonation in the 300 block of 1st Street SE
1447 Hours EST – WH EOC reports shots fired inside US Capitol
1450 Hours EST – PIOC reports (b)(7)(E) due to civil unrest at the US Capitol
1457 Hours EST – CSD reports possible civilian shot inside the US Capitol
1457 Hours EST – WH EOC reports 1 civilian with gunshot wound to chest inside of US Capitol and DC Fire preforming CPR
1459 Hours EST – PIOC reports DC Fire is treating one civilian with gunshot wound inside US Capitol
1527 Hours EST – CSD reports two USCP Officers down with unspecified injuries at the US Capitol
1532 Hours EST – PIOC reports the DC National Guard has been mobilized to respond the US Capitol
1557 Hours EST – PIOC reports DC Mayor has issued a curfew beginning at 1800 hours
1613 Hours EST – PIOC disseminated instructions for all WDC personnel to only report to WDC under
direct orders of their direct supervisor / reporting instructions for those with
emergency assignments forthcoming
1625 Hours EST – CSD reports pipe bomb reported at 1257 hours was cleared by controlled detonation
1831 Hours EST – WH EOC reports DC Fire set up a casualty collection point near the US Capitol to
evaluate and transport injured officers
1648 Hours EST – PIOC reports all previously reported suspicious devices have been rendered safe
1727 Hours EST – PIOC Reports (b)(7)(E)
1750 Hours EST – Media reports civilian shot at US Capitol has died (through WH EOC)
1802 Hours EST – PIOC reports ATF is still working the scene at 430 S Capitol Street SE and have
identified 11 additional possible incendiary devices and a firearm in a vehicle
1812 Hours EST – MPD reports a stabbing at 12th St and Pennsylvania Ave
1841 Hours EST – PIOC Reports that USCP confirms US Capitol is clear and secured
1906 Hours EST – (b)(7)(E)
**JOC LT. [b](6); [b](7)(C) ADVISED WILL BE RESPONDING TO THE CAPITOL FOR MUTUAL AID.**

1414 HRS - UNITED STATES CAPITOL BREACHED.

1416 HRS - CAPTAIN [b](6); [b](7)(C) ADVISED ALL UNITS ARE TO RESPOND TO [b](7)(E)

**HOWEVER** [b](7)(E)

1418 HRS [b](6); [b](7)(C) ADVISED EMINENT DEPARTURE FROM [b](7)(E) FINAL DESTINATION UNKNOWN.

1425 HRS [b](7)(E) MOVING TO CARS.

1427 HRS [b](7)(E) IN ADDITION SWITCHING TO [b](7)(E)

1430 HRS [b](7)(E) FROM [b](7)(E)

1445 HRS - [b](6); [b](7)(C) REQUESTED ALL UNITS AT THIS TIME DUE TO SHOTS FIRED AT THE CAPITOL.

REQUESTED [b](7)(E)

[b](7)(E) ESTABLISHED ICP [b](6); [b](7)(C); [b](7)(E) REQUESTED [b](7)(E)

[b](7)(E) BE PLACED IN SERVICE AT THIS TIME [b](7)(E)

1445 HRS - JOC [b](6) MADE NOTIFICATION TO SIT ROOM [b](6); USHERS OFFICE [b](6); [b](7)(C)

1449 HRS - [b](7)(E)

1456 HRS - SOD UNITS ARE ADVISING A GROUND DRONE JUST EAST OF THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
EN ROUTE. JOC DID NOT RECEIVE ANY INDICATION OF A DRONE LOSS.

1458 HRS: ADVISED THAT HE LOST DRONE AFTER IT TRaveled SOUTH EAST. IN THE AIR FOR APPROX 30 SECONDS.

1500 HRS: NEGATIVE RESULTS.

1500 HRS: ADVISED JOC THAT THE DRONE WAS LARGE, NO PAYLOAD, AND LAST SEEN SOUTHBOUND TOWARD THE ELLIPSE.

1503 HRS: SHOTS FIRED AT THE CAPITOL BUILDING. ONE CIVILIAN DOWN.

1507 HRS: ADVISED THE DRONE TO REMAIN IN SERVICE.

1549 HRS: ADVISED SMALL ANTIFA GATHERING OUTSIDE OF THE ELLIPSE. THE DRONE WAS LARGE, NO PAYLOAD, AND LAST SEEN SOUTHBOUND TOWARD THE ELLIPSE.

1550 HRS: ANTICIPATING A MOVEMENT OF THE DRONE TO THE ROSE GARDEN IN 15 MIN.

1610 HRS: RETURNS TO OVAL.

1723 HRS: ADVISED CLEAR TO RETURN TO EN ROUTE. BUT KEEP IN PLACE. JOC RETURNED TO (b)(6); (b)(7)(C).
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1949 HRS (b)(6); EMAILED (ATTACHED BELOW) IN REGARDS TO WFO SA POST STANDINGS AROUND (b)(7)(E)
BEGINNING AT 1900 HRS

2008 HRS (b)(6); ADVISED ALL UD UNITS CLEAR OF THE DICKERSON BUILDING AND (b)(7)(E)

2014 HRS - (b)(7)(E) BACK

2019 HRS (b)(7)(E)

2040 HRS - COMMAND ADVISED (b)(7)(E)